
Proper use of the
COLON : 

1.Use before quotations, statements, and series 
which are introduced.
Example: 
Her favorite movies are these: Remember the Titans, Coach 
Carter, and We are Marshall. 

Must follow a noun or pronoun. 
Do NOT use a colon after a linking verb or preposition. (next 
slides) 

Bad Example: 
Her favorite movies are: …….. 



● connect subject to predicate
○
○ e.g. Ms. Rocky is a teacher. 

● show how and what things are
● are “state of being” words
● do not show actions

Linking Verbs (grammar notes) 

Most popular linking verbs: 

Is , was , were , be , are , seems
 



Prepositions 

a word that relates a noun or pronoun that appears 
with it to another word in the sentence

ex: The dog ran around the yard.
shows 

direction
location
Time

(see handout for precise list of prepositions)



Proper use of the
COLON : 

2. Use to indicate that something is to follow.

Examples:
The slogan goes like this: The school that works! 

Here are the facts: No sweats were allowed on PJ day; students 
had to wear decorated PJ bottoms and tops; students were 
given the rules via email. 



Proper use of the
COLON : 

3. Use in place of a comma before long or formal 
direct quotations. 

>>> quotations :  3+ lines 

Example: 
During the speech, Kyle said: “......... .” 
George said to Lennie: “Whatever we ain’t got, 

that’s what you want. God a’mighty, if I was alone I 
could live so easy. I could go get a job…..” 
(Steinbeck 55). 



Proper use of the
COLON : 

4. Use before formal appositives. 
*appositives: noun/noun phrases that rename 
another noun in sentence

Example: 
One characteristic that people look for in a 

friend: complete honesty. 
Item for sale: four bedroom house. 



Proper use of the
COLON : 

5. Use between hours & minutes to indicate time, 
after the salutation(greeting) of a formal letter, 
biblical references, and between city & publisher 
for works cited pages. 

Examples:
Dear Ms. Rocky: 
2:55 p.m. 
John 3:16
New York: Penguin Books 



Practice Activity
Plug in colons where needed…. 

1.Dismissal is at 2 55 p.m. today. 

2.Ms. Rocky likes that color  flamingo pink. 

3.Chando likes to play with these toys stuffed, 
squeaky cow, bouncy basketball, and green bone.

4.  (create your own example using a colon - be 
ready to share it!) 



Practice Activity
Plug in colons where needed…. 

1.Dismissal is at 2:55 p.m. today. 
> time - separating hour from minute

2.Ms. Rocky likes that color: flamingo pink. 
> appositive renaming color

3.Chando likes to play with these toys: stuffed, 
squeaky cow, bouncy basketball, and green bone.

> introducing a list of things
4.  Personal examples? 









Proper use of the
COLON : 

1.Use before ______________________________
_________________________________________.

Example: 
Her favorite movies are these: Remember the Titans, Coach 
Carter, and We are Marshall. 

___________________________________________________
Bad Example: 

Her favorite movies are: …….. 



_____________________________

e.g. Ms. Rocky is a teacher. 
show how and what things are
_____________________________
do not show actions

Linking Verbs (grammar notes) 

Most popular linking verbs: 

_____________________________
 



Prepositions 

_________________________________________
_____________________________________

ex: The dog ran around the yard.
shows 

direction
location
Time

(see handout for precise list of prepositions)



Proper use of the
COLON : 

2. Use to_________________________________.

Examples:
The slogan goes like this: The school that works! 

Here are the facts: No sweats were allowed on PJ day; students 
had to wear decorated PJ bottoms and tops; students were 
given the rules via email. 



Proper use of the
COLON : 

3. Use in place ______________________________
__________________________________________. 

>>> quotations :  _________

Example: 
During the speech, Kyle said: “......... .” 
George said to Lennie: “Whatever we ain’t got, 

that’s what you want. God a’mighty, if I was alone I 
could live so easy. I could go get a job…..” 
(Steinbeck 55). 



Proper use of the
COLON : 

4. Use _______________________________. 
*appositives: ____________________________
_______________________________________

Example: 
One characteristic that people look for in a 

friend: complete honesty. 
Item for sale: four bedroom house. 



Proper use of the
COLON : 

5. _______________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
Examples:

Dear Ms. Rocky: 
2:55 p.m. 
John 3:16
New York: Penguin Books 



Practice Activity
Plug in colons where needed…. 

1.Dismissal is at 2 55 p.m. today. 

2.Ms. Rocky likes that color  flamingo pink. 

3.Chando likes to play with these toys stuffed, 
squeaky cow, bouncy basketball, and green bone.

4.  (create your own example using a colon - be 
ready to share it!) 
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